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What CELA Means to Me
Christian Education Leadership Academy. Four simple words, yet they have so much meaning
and power behind them. CELA is one of the few institutions that encompasses these words and puts
them to work in the classroom. While it is easy to get caught up in the elegance in the pure external
beauty of this place, when you step inside you realize that CELA is much more than a great facility with
fantastic technology. It’s a safe haven, for not only academic growth and development but spiritual;
somewhere where we can develop a more meaningful relationship with Jesus Christ in peace.
While you may think that CELA is the same thing that has been around for centuries; the
religious private school that promotes Christian beliefs and thoughts and has a reasonably high standard
for academics. CELA includes something much more powerful than simply obtaining values and
knowledge for simply yourself. At CELA you learn how to spread those values to others through their
fantastic and meaningful leadership program. This program is something that will produce powerful
Christian leaders that will make a very meaningful differences in the world. Putting the knowledge you
obtain in school is a skill that creates not just leaders, but successful leaders; that display Christian
values.
One other great aspect of CELA, is there one of a kind CVLD program. Each week we are
assigned homework which we must complete. The difference between other religious programs’
homework and CELA’s homework, is that we are required to discuss our faith with our parents on a
regular bases. This enables conversation that wouldn’t have occurred without it. CVLD has not only
deepened my faith but deepened my entire family’s faith; something other religious schools mostly fail
to do. CELA’s program has left a lasting impression on my life. There are lessons I know I will come back
to not just throughout my high school years, but throughout the rest of my life.
The Cristian Education Leadership Academy has left a lasting impression on my life. I will always
remember the lessons taught here. This buildings holds so many memories that will last for a lifetime.
CELA is bound to produce high profile Christian leaders who will be successful. I think that I speak for
everyone when I say this; CELA has deepened our faith In Jesus Christ.

